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Abstract. This paper presents current work for the detection of anomalies in Netflow records by leveraging a kernel function method. Netflow
records are spatially aggregated over time, such that the designed kernel
function can capture topological and quantitative changes in network
traffic time series.
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Introduction

Network operators are faced to new challenges on a daily base, while trying
to keep their network in good health. Anomalies in networks can be triggered
from various sources, ranging from simple network failures (e.g. hardware or
software crash,...) to harmful attacks launched against the network (e.g. Worms,
Denial-of-Service,...). To identify the anomalies, an available resource is Netflow
records due to their compact format, but on ISP- level the storage of all Netflow
records needs large storage capacities, since peak-rates of 60 000 flows/second
are quite common. Therefore, the need for representing times series of Netflow
records in an aggregated form is needed. In this paper, an accurate kernel method
is introduced that captures topological and quantitative changes in aggregated
network traffic with aim of detecting anomalies or attacks.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model. Section 3
presents experimental results and relevant work is presented in section 4. Conclusions and future work are presented in section 5.
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2.1

The model
Aggregation of Netflow records

Spatial and temporal aggregation was first presented in [1], [5] for full packet
captures. The aim of spatial aggregation is to extract host IP address (from
source (src) or destination (dst)) and volume information from Netflow records
and to spatially aggregated this data into tree-like profiles. A profile holds nodes,

which represent IP subnets or IP addresses. An IP address is split into two parts,
IPsrc,dst =(prefix, prefixlength). By this, the tree-like structures respect the IP
address hierarchy space. The processing task analyses a new Netflow record by
matching source/destination IP addresses with the most similar node, sharing
the longest common IP prefix. If there is a matching node, the volume part
(volsrc,dst (i)) is updated. When no match is found, then a new node and a
branching point in the parent node are generated. This step is done by using
Patricia trees [10] with a fixed tree size (NM AX nodes).
For a spatially aggregated tree T , traffic profiles can be defined as, N a
set of nodes for source or destination, where T = {n1 , ..., nN } with ni =<
pref ixi , pref ix lengthi , voli > and a relation child : T → P(T ), providing a set
of child nodes for a given node. Temporal aggregated profiles are time series of
profiles, defined as:
src,byt
dst,byt
src,pkt
dst,pkt
{< T1src,byt , T1dst,byt , T1src,pkt , T1dst,pkt >, . . . , < TM
, TM
, TM
, TM
>} where
src,byt
is a profile in a time window i for source IP address information and
Ti
Tidst,byt for destination information. Both use also volume in terms of bytes.
2.2

The Kernel Function Model

Kernel functions are accurate mathematical tools for evaluating complex data. In
[13], [12], a kernel function can be defined as a mapping from anPinput space X,
s.t. K : X × X → [0, ∞[, towards a similarity score K(x, y) = i φi (x)φi (y) =
φ(x) · φ(y), with a feature vector φi (x) over x. For tracking quantitative and
topological pattern changes in profiles, a new kernel function is introduced,
X

Ksrc,dst (Tn , Tm ) =

ssrc,dst (i, j) × vsrc,dst (i, j)

(1)

src,dst
src,dst
i∈Tn
,j∈Tm

The first part ssrc,dst (i, j) is used for modeling changes in the network topology
by analyzing node suffix lengths.

ssrc,dst (i, j) =













pref ixlengthj
2
2pref ixlengthi

if pref ixi prefix of pref ixj

2pref ixlengthi
pref ixlengthj

if pref ixj prefix of pref ixi

2

(2)

0 otherwise

The second part vsrc,dst (i, j) is a Gaussian kernel treating traffic volume changes
|vol(src,dst)i −vol(src,dst)j |2 
in tree nodes, defined as vsrc,dst (i, j) = exp −
. A more
σ2
comprehensive version of the kernel function is presented in [14]. The kernel
function takes as input successive traffic profiles and determines the similarity
between these profiles and the higher the K-value, the more similar are the
successive trees.
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Experimental Results

For the experiments a small data set (of 5 minutes duration) provided by a local
ISP from Luxembourg has been used (see Fig.1). The aggregation method has
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Fig. 1. Attack Detection by Evaluating Netflow Records with the Kernel Function and
the used Data Set

been applied to the data set to generate traffic profiles. The kernel function is
applied to the traffic profiles for detecting similarities between these profiles.
In Fig.1, the evaluation of applying the designed kernel function to aggregated
Netflow records is presented. It can be seen that between profile 60 and 120 there
was an attack. By a manual investigation of the data set for these time periods,
it was observed that there was a UDP-flooding attack.
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Related Work

Nowadays network architectures are monitored, such that an available source
of information are IP flow records. In a work by [7], Netflow records are used
to quantify the IPv6 deployment. Since large quantities of Netflow records are
available, flow sampling is a common approach to reduce data [11], [3], but a
major problem is to find good sampling rates. Another possibility to handle
large quantity of data is to use aggregation, as used in this paper. In [1], [5],
full packet captures are spatially aggregated into tree-like profiles. With aid of
these generated traffic profiles, the authors were able to identify denial-of-service
and flooding attacks. Besides the monitoring itself, the evaluation of such data
is essential and a lot of techniques based on statistical evaluations exist, e.g. [8],
[6]. More recent evaluation techniques refer to Machine Learning techniques, e.g.
[9]. Kernel methods for example, a sub-domain of Machine Learning, are often
applied as evaluation tools on large data sets to analyze this data on common
pattern. In [2], parsed and pre-processed sentences are decomposed into tree-like
structures and a kernel function is applied in order to detect similarities between
these trees. In computer security, kernel methods are mainly used for intrusion
detection and anomaly detection [4]. In [4], Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
based on a tree kernel functions are used for classifying sequences of data.
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Conclusion

In this paper, a new method for evaluating large quantities of IP flows has been
presented. The contribution of the presented approach is twofold. First, the
approach is based on a spatial aggregation technique that summarizes Netflow
records into tree-like profiles. Second, with the design of an new kernel function,
anomalies respectively attacks in Netflow data can be detected. Since IP address
information is sensitive data, by evaluating data with the kernel function, the
initial records is not needed anymore for further processing (e.g. SVMs), as
it has been shown that the kernel function is able to highlight incidents. An
optimization of the spatial-temporal aggregation and the kernel approach for
traffic profiles is planned. Another future step is to integrate the kernel function
within an online classication algorithm to run real-time network traffic analysis.
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